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Detection of plasma equilibrium shifts
with fiber optic sensing of image currents

P. R. Forman, F. C. Jahoda and G. Miller

The radial equilibrium position of Reverse Field Pinch experiments is de-
termined by the j x 13 force on the plasma. The current density is that, of the
toroidal plasma current and the B field is the vertical magnetic field which is
present in the plasma. This magnetic field is the result of several components.
The main field, generated by the toroidal current windings, is corrected by
uijustablc trim windings to achieve a desired equilibrium position, There
is an additional component to the field due to induced image currents in
the close fitting conducting shell which encircles the plasma, These currents
vary ill time due to the finite L/R time of the conducting shell. It is the
object of this paper to investigate th~ possibility of rneaauring these shell
c~wrents accurately using fiber optics so as to provide an analog signal to the

equilibrium feedback circuit.
Amuming a steady plamm current, lP, the magnitude of the induced shell

image currents IS related to the cquilibriurn plasma shift by the equational]

(1)
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from the light which haa passed through one of two coils rather than from
the light entering a single fiber.

Fiber optic Faraday rGtation sensors offer several advantages over con-
vent ional Rogowski coils for such a measurement, If Rogowski coils were to
be employed great care would be required to orient the coil turns. For times
short ctmlpared to the L/R time of the shell there will be almost complete
exclusion of the magnetic field from the shell. This means that there will be
almost equal and opposite currents running on the inside and on the outside
of the shell. The niagnitude of each of these currents will approxhnate that of
the toroidrd plasma curr?nt. For the ZT-P ex:veriment[3] these currents will
be about 50 kA while the difference current which we Me trying to measure
is on the order of 100 amps. Rogowski coils, one inside and one outside the
shell, would be subtracting two large numbers so that accurate orientation
and uniform winding of the sensor coils would be ●xtremely critical.

A fiber sensor for either the inside or outside coil is also differencing the
surface currents but the nature of the fiber sensor avoids many construction
problems. The actual positioning of the fiber is not impmtaut as the signal
is proportional to the spatial integral of the current which passes through
the fi!]er loop. Another attractive feature of a fiber optic measurement is
the ability to have several windings which while looping through the shell,
as shown in Fig, 1., are also constructed so that successive windings of the
coils are located at d;ffmmlt toroidal positions. In this way an average over
mnw t’m]idal portioi~ of the expmiment is easiiy achieve(l,

While mvoiding many of tile problems associated with Rogowski coils,

fiber curimt sensors are subject to their own set of problems. Bending of the
filwr and prmrurc (m the fiber will inclure an unwanted linear birefringence
wl]ich cm] destroy t.f:e nwasurettwnt m, at Imatf cause mrors, [4j Twisting
of tlw fibrr ll~itigntes three eff’ects. Three different twisted fibers have been

prodllced by EOTec. All of their fibers use m extrendy low intrinsic linear
hirefriil~mice fiber whirh is tlten twisted t{) il](luce a circulnr birefringence
biuso ‘1’heir origintd fit:er IIM an outside ciianleter of 125 pm aml a twist
rmt~ f~f 15 t ~lrns/ttl, Tlwv hnv~ rermt Iv pro(lllml twt} r,t hcr IIeW films OIW

of w!li(’11 IIM 125 pn ()[), with 60 tllrtls/til nil(l n snmllc,r, 80 pm. Ot), film
with 100”t~lrm~llwtm, We !mve t,eslwl nll tjhrw tilmw in at] ?xpminmltfd
Pl]vir(nlill?flt l~y repen:ill~ tile t{)r(~i(l~l p\tu~IIIRctlrrcllt II ms~lrpllwllt 011 tile

Z’I’-40M ex~miilmt[2], All gnvr tdMNIt wlitivident, res~llt~: rwluiring nb~m~ n
~~”;lI.lImIKf’it] Illt* V~rflrt {’~)llstiillt of” I IIP sili(n to ktwl) t.liv ,l~rfw’wilt l)~t Wretl
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fiber sensor and Rogowski coil/Pearscm transformer always within 1 %.
The linear birefringence introduced by bending has been calculated[5] as

(2)

where p,1 and plz are the components of the strain-optical tensor of the fiber
material, UP is the Poisson’s ratio, p is the radius of the fiber and R M the
radius of the bend. The induced circular birefriugence producecl by twisting
the fiber is given by the following formula [6]

T = -m2(p11 – p,3)T/2 (3)

where r is the twist, The important parameter to make an accurate n~ea-
surement of the current[4] is 6/22’:

d/2T = Omkn(l + Up)rp;i (4)

This shows that the smaller diameter more highly twisted fiber should yield
better nleusurements,

As nwwtioncd l.w!ore the intended installation to prove this I,,leasurement
on is tlw ZT- P device at Los Alamos, This is a small reversed field pinch
with a ininor diameter of 20 cm. and an ●ighth inch stainless steel shell. In
designing such an experiment one is not free to Imve arbitrarily large radii ~f
cttrvnture bends for the fiber, Other constraints of the machine dictate that
the maximum radius would be 1,3 cm,

To test whether this would pmmit a renmmw ly good measurement. the
ff>lhjwing model was takrn for the fiber senwr. l’ile fiber is nasumed to
bw R rac~trnrk form consisting of strnig!lt sections of fib-r which have 11 =
1i’ cm length an(l half circle ends which have a rn{iius of l,J c,n., la .=
4 .OHfvT1, Assll~lling a unifoml mngnetir fi~ld st, tlw fiber, the Joue~ matrix
representation of OIIe half a turn of this wnsor is then the product of two

!Ilnt riuw

M-
(

(“OS((T t /;’)/, ) sill( (’1’ t }’”)/1)

sill( (7’ + [’)/1) C(N4((:’ + F’)/, ) )

(5)



where

tan,y = 2(F + T)/6

with 6 obtained frotn the bending formula and 2F’ is the Faraday rotation
duetoth emagneti cfieldo fthecurrent. Afullturn of thesensoristhen M2
and the sensor is described as M2~ where lV is the number of turns in the
sensor , Numerical calculations were performed using calculated values for
6/2T for the various fibers,

In particular the results vary with the length of the straight section of
the race track, and there are relatively sharply defined limits on 6/22’, above
which there is practically no sensitivity to current. (Even for large 6/27’
values there are cmta.in resonance lengths whert there is good sensitivity,
but since these result from an idealized model without regard to pressure
birefringence or slight bend variations they do not constitute a practical
option. )

Fig. 3. shows the calculate Faraday rotation ratios relative to the ideal
case of no linear birefringence as a function of the straight section length for
the 100 T/n~ fiber of 80 pm O. I), with 1,?7 cm radius o{ curvature semicircles
ONa 50 turn coil. For certain discrete lengths there is a lack of sensitivity but
over }11the response is good. Fig. 4. shows the 60 T/m, 125 ~m with the
same end sections. Given that any real coil will have variations in winding
it would seem unreasonable to expect to avoid trouble in this case,

To cxpmimentally test this model, a fiber smlsor was cor.strutted using
the 80 pm fiber, Forty-seven turn~ were placed on a coil form which approx-

i~l~ated the t heretical model, The fibers were lightly constrained by foam
ruhher so that pressure l)irefringence[4] would be minimized, As a further
precaution the curved end sections of the form w:re constructed in such n
Ilmnller tl~at they cotild be renmved during operation so that there could only
}n- lmn~ling birefril~gellce in tile end sections. Fig,5a. shows the best results
t ll~t were obtained with this sensor, These reslllts were for uniform wiml-
ill~~ aII{l optimim nrientn:irm of tlw rmnlvzm poltwizm{4], Fig, 51), SI1OWS
n tyl)i(:al r~sult which w3s obt, n,inwl wlwn t 11Pfibers wme distorted in their
c~~il ft~rlll tit) Sillllllnte l~{jlltllliforillities ill tile rn(lii of vurvrdure which would
ho pwsmlt ill tll~ win(ling of a prnctficnl sensor coil 011ml actual experinwnt,
[ ‘ll{l~~rt,ll( se colltlitlons” no orieilt,nt,ion of t,ilr polnrizcr prmi(lcd rcfw)ilal)le

l{~()},inx [,issnjolls Iigtlrt’s, Al)tJve I>olll cllrrellt trruws me tl)e I,issmjf}lm tiKtlrrs



associated wit h the current measurement. The smooth solid line is a least
squares fit to a circle which is the form the Lissajous figure should take. The

first peak of the current should be 12 kA. Note that even in the best case
the amplitufle is incorrect and the second peak ci the current is smaller than
the third showing there is considerable distortion in the measurement.

The results of these tests are not encouraging, The bend of the fiber
seems to be too severe to make a practical measurement on ZT-P. The same

fiber was next rewound on a similar form, bat with the radius of the end
sections 2.5 cm. The number of turns in this case was 39. As can be seen
from Fig. 6a and 6}1. this sensor is also not free from birefringence effects but
a polarizer orientation was easily determined where accurate meumrements
of the current could be made. Next the current wire was pass:=d through the
center of the coil and returned through the sensor in a hole located 7 cm
from the center of the fiber coil form. The net current through the sensor
loop is zero in this case. The return wire is much closer to the end section
where the bencling exists and birefringence effects are maximized. With this
configuration t l~e cancellation was 1 part in 103, Fig 6c. shows the meaaured
current. There is ci.wwly an instrumental oscillation at about 40 kHz. If this
can be eliminated the measurement will exhibit a cancellation in the 10-”4
range. This WOUIC1be adequate for a 10 70 measurement if the shell surface
currents differ by 100 A out of 100 kA. The data of Fig. 6, were taken
with an optimum orientation of the analyzer polarizer, Fig, 7, shows the

impmfect cancellation which is the result of choosiug the wm.]t orientation
for the analyzer. With such a sensor having the larger ber,ding radius a

memurement could be practical.
The 125pm, 60’T/m fiber wa~ also tested. 32 turns were placed on the

smaller 1.3 cm radius form. Surprisingly, in contradiction to the calculations,
the results of tlliS test were almost as good ~~ that of the previous fiber on

the 2.5 cnl form. Jn this csm an optil;mn~ polarizer orientation wu e~ily
established. Good measu~enwnts of the current were possible and when the
return currejlt was ptussed back through tl.e coi! close to the curvecl end, the
rrtnccllat ion WM 60 atnps out of 12 kA. This result is almost but not. quite
g(J(Ml elloligli for a Illew.llrfllwllt ~)11Z’1’P, It (I(ws raise tile llf)pe that tl]~

nl(~del calculnt;oll.q are adeqlmtr an(l that solllet hing pwillim’ is occurril~g
with tile 80 }Lnt fih~r,

An o!wiom st)iuti{m to the prol)lmils presented ah(nv is to deploy the
filw sellwn’ 1)1] a I;qor Pxlwrillwllt wllirll w(NII(I pmnit nl(we gentle Iml(ling
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of the fiber. To this end a sensor was tested on a spare piece of the ZT-40M
conducting shell. This shell is about 2 cm thick and made of cast. alumhmm.
The minor diameter of the torus is 40 cm. Because the shell is split in the
main plane of the torus, both the inner aud outer sensors will be required
t.o be split at this midpla.ne also. The sensor coil sections will then either
be put is series optically or electrically after installation. Ten turns of the
12.5 pm, 60 T/m fiber were wound on the shell ancl taped to it. Fig. 8. shows
the inside of the shell with the fibers making a gentle turn so as to become
almost parallel to the horizontal midplane slot so that while very little space
is needed to exit from the inside of the shell the radills of curvature of the fiber
is still greater than 5 cm at the tightest point. In this way the birefringence
effects are ratl,er small. The usual 12 kA test current waa passed through
the fiber loop at the point outside the shell where the bends were sharpest.
With this arrangement excellent measurements of the current were obtained.
The installation of fiber sensors on ZT-40M would require the removal and
reinstallation of several shell sections which is a major operation. The future
of this sensor experiment, using existing fibers, depends on when or if such
work can be done.

An alternate approach to the fabrication of Faraday fiber sensors that is
claimed to he much more tolerant to tighter bends is being developed by the
York company in E~’glaltd. [7] It achieves a predominantly circular birefrh-
gence fiber by extreme twisting during the drawing operation of an inten-
tionally high linear birefringence fiber. The large temperature dependence of
the high birefringence is compensated by averaging over many wavelengths,
each of different birufringence, with a broad bancl diode laser light source,
Furtherlnore the light is reflected from the far end back through the fiber to
the entrance end. The Faraday rotation doubles while the reciprocal distor-
tions, SUCI:as linear birefringence, tend to cancel, ‘Tile cancellation would be
complete if Fara&~y rotation wouldn’t change the polarization azimuth of the
light, encountering the c{istortiol.s on the ret.llrn path relative to the azimuth
in tile forwnrd directiou To Illaxiniize the cancellation the total Faraday ro-
tation slmul(l be kept, small. This pllts a pre~niul~l on very high sensitivity
in order to retain re~olld)le (Iynall]ic rfm~e.

Wc proptm t{) tmt this Illetllo(l wir,ll a pl)nw conjugator replacing this

reflector. 13esifles higher rdhxt)ivity, this nlight open tile possibility of nlulti-
m(de titxr re:~lacil]u tlw wmvf+llgth avmmKinK nchivfwl bj the [Ii(de laser
sollrrr illl(l tller(”l)v ii]!+{) lillI)W tile 11111( ’11 sitllplrr il]pllt Collplillg f)f a Illllltitllo(le

f;



fiber.
Conclusions
The physical constraints on the ZT-P experiment are such as to make the

desired measurements marginal with the present fiber available from EOTec.
Something is wrong with the 80 pm fiber; possibly it does not really have the
twist birefringence that was expected, On a physically larger device which
allows large bending radii a shell current measurement WOUIC1seem possible.

The novel design of the York twisted hi-birefringent fiber offers hope that
such a measurement, is practical on the smaller ZT-P experiment.
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Figure Captions

1. Schematic drawing sl~owing tlleinxler mldouter fiber coils ontllesllell
of a toroicia! experiment. For clarity only two turns per coil are shown.

2. Schematic drawing of optics used for the heterodyne measurements of
the laser light. The combination of a 40 MHz 13ragg cell, the wave
plates, and prism produces linearly polarized light whose direction of
polarization rotates at 20 MHz.

3. Calculated dependence of the 80 pm, 100 T/m fiber on straight section
length, for 1.3 cnl radius end sections.

4. Calculated dependence of the 125 pm, 60 T/m fiber on straight section
length, for 1.3 cm radius end sections.

5. Current as measured with the 80pm, 100T/m fiber. Shot 526 is with
optimum polarizer orientation and uniform windings. Shot 527 is typ-
ical of measurements with nonuniform w; ndings. Above each trace is
the corresponding Lissajous figure.

6, Current trace when the 80pm fiber was wound on a 2.5 cm radius coil
form. 13elow the current trace is the residual when the current wire
was returned through the fiber loop close to the curved ends, showing
gooci cancellation.

7, Residual current trace si,nilar to the previous figure lmt with the orien-
tat ion of the analyzer polarizer chosen to prmlltce the least cancellation.
Almllt 60 amps are registered when 12 kA are flowing.
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